A Biblical Theory of Everything inspired by the Johannine Prologue (cover preview)
Theory of Everything (TOE) is the holy grail of theoretical and mathematical physics; it is a dream of unified description of almost all problems from cosmos, elementary particles up to economics. So far, there are a number of candidates of TOE, such as M-Theory or Superstring Theories, but they lack observable predictions. That is why many theoreticians think that M-Theory or Superstring have a status of "Not Even Wrong", in the word of Wolfgang Pauli. Therefore my intention here is to ponder possibility to develop a Biblical Theory of Everything, inspired by the Johannine Prologue. The message of this book is: Jesus Christ is the Ultimate Agent of Creation of the Universe. What I mean is quite simple: Jesus Christ is the originator of everything in Cosmos. This book is intended for scholars, especially physicists and mathematicians, although general readers and theologians will also find it useful.
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